R eputation systems that rely on voluntary feedback from traders are important in creating and sustaining trust in markets. Feedback nevertheless is a public good, and providing it is often costly. We combine theory with a laboratory experiment to study the effect of a seller precommitment mechanism: Sellers have an option to commit by providing a rebate to reduce the buyer's feedback reporting cost before making purchasing decisions. Our theory predicts that this mechanism induces noncooperative sellers to cooperate in the listed-price market. Using a buyer-seller trust game with a unilateral feedback scheme, we find that the seller's rebate decision has a significant impact on the buyer's purchasing decision via signaling the seller's cooperative type. More importantly, market efficiency under the precommitment mechanism increases with the probability that sellers will provide a rebate. Compared with the no rebate mechanism market, more efficient trades can be achieved when the sellers offer a rebate to the buyers in the market with the rebate mechanism, even when the rebate does not cover the full cost of feedback reporting.
Introduction
Asymmetric information is a common problem in exchange environments. The online market is a typical example. Because online traders are usually anonymous and geographically dispersed, participants in these markets often have limited information about their trading partners or products. Efficient exchanges in such markets must consistently rely on trust among traders. Reputation systems as information aggregation devices have been designed to establish and sustain trust.
1 A commonly adopted mechanism to build a reputation system is to rely on voluntary feedback from involved parties. Recent research, however, finds that the feedback systems may not be reliable due to missing or biased 1 See Aperjis and Johari (2010) , Archak et al. (2011) , Bajari and Hortacsu (2004) , Bolton and Ockenfels (2009) , Brandts and Figueras (2003) , Brown and Morgan (2006) , Dellarocas (2003a) , Dewan and Hsu (2004) , Fehr et al. (2009) , Friedman and Resnick (2001) , Houser and Wooders (2006) , Jin and Kato (2006) , Sobel (2009) , Shapiro (1983) , Resnick et al. (2006) , and Yamagishi and Matsuda (2002) . Buyer protection plans are another mechanism to promote trust in online markets (see Cai et al. 2013 ).
information.
2 For example, only about 50% of buyers leave feedback after transactions on eBay. Furthermore, the existing feedback is biased toward the positive due to missing negative feedback.
Previous research has identified two main explanations for the missing or biased information in feedback systems. 3 One is the direct cost associated with reporting feedback (such as time and effort of reporting). The other is the design of the feedback system itself. For example, in an eBay-like bilateral system where both a buyer and a seller can leave feedback for each other after a transaction, the buyer may hesitate to leave negative feedback for fear of seller retaliation. Based on these explanations, various solutions have been proposed to promote contribution in feedback systems. For example, Miller et al. (2005) and Jurca and Faltings (2007) propose trutheliciting incentive schemes to induce buyers to report honestly. These mechanisms often require the market (e.g., eBay) to provide incentives. Li (2010a) proposes a precommitment mechanism in an online auction market that gives sellers an option to commit by providing a rebate to fully cover the buyer's reporting cost. In theory, this mechanism plays a dual role of providing an incentive for buyers to leave feedback and providing a device for sellers to signal quality or effort to cooperate. However, applying the theory to practice requires information about the reporting costs for each potential buyer, which is difficult to obtain in real-world markets.
This paper contributes to both academic research and mechanism design in the real business world on how to improve reputation systems to solve asymmetric information problems. First, we expand the model of the precommitment mechanism to a more common market in the naturally occurring environmenta listed-price market. We also add heterogeneous beliefs and reporting costs when building the model and deriving the hypothesis. We then conduct a lab experiment to examine the effect of the precommitment mechanism on market efficiency by using monetary incentives as the rebate form. In addition to testing our theoretical predictions, the experiment provides valuable information on people's reporting and trading behavior that have important practical implications.
In particular, we design the experiment to answer the following questions: (1) How does the rebate mechanism affect market efficiency when the rebate does not fully cover every buyer's reporting costs? (2) Is the honesty of the reports affected by monetary incentives? (3) Can we eliminate the positive bias of feedback by shutting down the possibility of retaliation? To answer the last question, we use a unilateral feedback system where only buyers can leave feedback to sellers. 4 Moreover, sellers and buyers are randomly and anonymously rematched after each round.
The answers to these questions can help guide the design of these mechanisms in the real world. For instance, if the rebate mechanism can improve market efficiency when the rebate does not fully cover every buyer's reporting costs, then we need not estimate every buyer's reporting costs to implement the 4 An alternative design to reduce the opportunities for retaliation is to prohibit sellers from leaving negative feedback for buyers, as eBay decided to implement in May 2008 (see http://www2 .ebay.com/aw/core/200801290559182.html, accessed September 28, 2008 . For more discussion on this policy, see Li (2010a) . The unilateral feedback system we study in this paper is similar to the reporting system of Amazon, except that Amazon uses a fivestar rating scheme and we use a positive/neutral/negative rating scheme. For a comparison between the bilateral system of eBay and the unilateral system of Amazon Marketplace, refer to Chwelos and Dhar (2007) .
mechanism. Otherwise, we would need to find the highest reporting cost to make the mechanism work, and sellers may not choose the rebate option if it is too costly.
We find that, in contrast to the positive bias observed in the eBay studies, our feedback is negatively biased because the reporting cost has a significant negative effect on the buyer's propensity to leave feedback when the seller cooperates but not when the seller defects. This result suggests that changing a bilateral feedback system to a unilateral system might not be sufficient to correct the bias of feedback; rather it might simply lead the bias in another direction. 5 We also find that a seller's rebate offer increases the buyer's propensity to report only when the seller cooperates, not when the seller defects, and the rebate does not affect the honesty of the feedback. Thus, the rebate mechanism can reduce the negative bias of feedback.
More importantly, this paper provides empirical evidence that the rebate mechanism increases a buyer's propensity to buy not only because of its role in covering the reporting cost, but also through its signaling effect. Consistent with this signaling effect, the more often a seller offers the rebate, the more likely he will cooperate, even if the rebate amount does not cover all of the reporting cost. Under the rebate mechanism, market efficiency increases with the probability that sellers will provide a rebate. Compared with a no rebate market, more efficient trades are achieved when the sellers offer a rebate to the buyers in the market with a rebate mechanism. These findings suggest that fully covering the reporting cost is not required. We discuss the implications of these findings in applying the mechanism to a real-world market at the end of this paper.
Related Literature
Given the importance of the reputation mechanism for facilitating trading in markets that have asymmetric information problems, numerous studies have examined the reliability of feedback systems. Studies by Resnick and Zeckhauser (2002) , Cabral and Hortacsu (2010) , and Dellarocas and Wood (2008) show that the feedback systems suffer from the problems of missing or biased information. Avery et al. (1999) , Bolton et al. (2004), and Chen et al. (2010) argue one reason is that feedback is a public good and there are direct costs such as time and effort associated with reporting feedback. Thus, the feedback system suffers the free-rider problem prevalent in public goods provision. Another reason that has been widely Management Science 60(8), pp. 2054 -2072 studied is the indirect cost of reporting caused by the design of the feedback system itself (Dellarocas and Wood 2008 , Bolton and Ockenfels 2009 , Li 2010b ). For example, in an eBay-like bilateral feedback system where both a buyer and a seller can leave feedback for each other after a transaction, the buyer may hesitate to leave negative feedback for fear of seller retaliation (Masclet and Pénard 2012, Bolton et al. 2011). 6 In view of these identified problems, scholars have proposed various solutions to improve the effectiveness of feedback systems. For example, Ba et al. (2003) and Dellarocas (2003b) suggest additional monitoring systems to generate feedback and induce sellers to cooperate. Miller et al. (2005) and Jurca and Faltings (2007) propose truth-eliciting incentive schemes to induce buyers to report honestly. Still, all of these mechanisms either require buyers to bear the reporting cost or require the market (e.g., eBay) to provide incentives. If the reporting cost remains on the buyer's side, buyers might lack the incentive to leave feedback. If the market provides such incentives, it may burden itself because of a huge volume of transactions. Dellarocas and Wood (2008) provide a sophisticated computation mechanism designed to remedy distortions introduced by reporting bias. Their mechanism is computationally complicated for nonresearchers, which creates a barrier for real-world application.
Li (2010a) proposes a precommitment mechanism in which sellers have the option to provide rebates (not necessarily in a monetary form) for feedback, regardless of whether the feedback is positive or negative. This mechanism transfers the cost to the seller, who might be willing to bear the reporting cost because it helps him signal that he will cooperate and thus makes him more attractive to buyers. Once provided, the rebate also gives buyers an incentive to leave feedback. However, the theory only examines the effect of the precommitment mechanism in an auction market, where the seller has the incentive to provide a rebate because it can increase the selling price. Thus, it remains unclear how the rebate mechanism works in a more common market, such as a listedprice market. In addition, the paper only discusses the condition when the rebate covers the reporting cost completely. 6 Another possible explanation for the positive bias is that buyers might tend not to leave negative feedback if they are uncertain about whether a seller harmed them intentionally or whether other factors, such as slow shipping methods, were to blame (Blount 1995 , Fehr and Gächter 2000b , Houser and Xiao 2010 . Other than the positive bias found in eBay-like bilateral reputation systems, some researchers find that the cost of rating makes the ratings distribution in Amazon-like five-star systems more polarized (Hu et al. 2009 , Lafky 2011 This paper contributes to the existing literature by extending this theory of the precommitment mechanism to a listed-price market and providing experimental evidence to understand how the underlying mechanism affects market efficiency and how it might be implemented in the market.
The Rebate Mechanism
In this section, we derive theoretical predictions of the outcomes under the precommitment mechanism in a listed-price market environment in which the price of the product is predetermined and fixed. In this paper, the precommitment option takes the form of a monetary rebate offer. Consider a market with M sellers and N buyers where sellers list the same good (g) in each period. For each period, a buyer is randomly matched with a seller and decides whether to buy the product. Suppose M and N are large and M N , so a buyer will not meet the same seller again.
7 If the buyer decides to buy, the seller then decides whether to cooperate. For simplicity, in the rest of this paper, we consider the seller as cooperative when he ships the product as promised.
Suppose a buyer values the product at V b , a seller's cost of the product is V s , and the market price of the product is set at P , where V s < P < V b . The utilities for buyer and seller are as follows:
• U b (buyer does not buy) = U s (buyer does not buy) = 0;
• U b (buyer buys, seller ships) = V b − P ; U s (buyer buys, seller ships) = P − V s ;
• U b (buyer buys, seller does not ship) = −P ; U s (buyer buys, seller does not ship) = P .
For simplicity, we assume that V s = 0 for all sellers, V b = 1 for all buyers, and both buyers and sellers are risk neutral.
In the naturally occurring environment, sellers usually can decide what quality of transaction outcomes to provide. We incorporate this factor in the model by assuming sellers can make an effort to influence the quality of transaction outcomes, and the game repeats T periods.
8 If a seller puts forth effort (e = 1), he will ship the products with probability 1. If a seller does not put forth effort (e = 0), he will not ship the products with probability 1. We assume there are two types of sellers: a good type, G , and a bad type, B . For good sellers, the cost of making an effort is 0, C G e = 1 = 0, and for bad sellers, the cost of making an effort is C B e = 1 = C e > 0. To simplify, we assume good sellers will always make an effort, since it costs 2057 nothing to them. In this case, a bad seller needs to consider whether to make the effort part of his strategy. We assume that all buyers report honestly if they decide to report.
We consider that buyers may have different experiences or beliefs in online shopping; for example, optimistic buyers may believe that most online sellers are good, and pessimistic buyers may believe the opposite. We assume that buyer i has the initial belief that the proportion of good sellers in the market is 9 The probability of sale at period t prior to the last period is Pr
t is buyer i's belief about the proportion of bad sellers that exert effort in period t.
Let s h t−1 be the probability that a bad seller makes an effort in period t under feedback history h t−1 , and we denote s h 0 as s 0 and s h t as s t for all t ∈ 1 T − 1 . The buyer i's belief that the seller is a good type in period 2 after seeing a good report in period 1 is
Up to period t, if all of the past reports of the matched seller are good reports, then the updated prior of meeting a good seller in period t is
In the last period, T , the buyer i's belief that a seller is a good type is i T = i 0 , if all reports the seller received for earlier T − 1 periods are good. The probability of sale in the last period is Pr i 0 ≥ P , since bad sellers will not make an effort in the last period. To simplify notation, we denote Pr i 0 ≥ P as p 0 . Let be the seller's discount factor to transform the future payoff to the present value, and let be the probability of reporting.
Based on the model setup, we derive the following propositions.
Proposition 1. In a market where all buyers report, if C e ≤ · P · p 0 , there exists an equilibrium in which bad sellers make a genuine effort for t = 1 to t = T − 1 but cease to do so in the last period, and buyers buy for t = 1 to t = T − 1, but the probability of sale is p 0 for t = T .
Proof. See Online Appendix A. (Online appendices available at http://www.ivy-li.net/resources/ Appendix1.pdf.) 9 Here we allow for heterogeneous beliefs of buyers, which is not modeled in Li (2010a) .
In a market where all buyers report (i.e., = 1), if the cost of effort is less than the benefit of having a good reputation in the future, a bad seller will choose to make an effort and maintain a good reputation for the T − 1 periods. He will not make an effort in the last period, since the last period's reputation will not help him gain from future trade. In the equilibrium, buyers buy from a seller who has no negative feedback until the last period if i 0 ≥ P , and do not buy from a seller who has any negative feedback. The scenario in Proposition 1 is desirable since all reputation information can be reported voluntarily; however, in real life, not all people would voluntarily report as we mentioned in the introduction. Next, we consider another case where no one reports at all.
If the reporting cost is more than the maximum reporting benefit for all buyers, then no buyer will be inclined to report (i.e., = 0). 10 In this case, bad sellers do not make an effort in any period, and buyers make buying decisions based on their prior beliefs of sellers being a good type, so a seller's expected payoff is p 0 P for every period. Good sellers are worse off than in the case where all buyers report. So a good seller has an incentive for his good reputation to be recorded in the market.
When the rebate mechanism is introduced and the amount of rebate is enough to cover some buyers' reporting costs, those buyers would be willing to report when provided a rebate. Thus, good sellers have incentives to choose the rebate option if the benefit from reputation is higher than the rebate cost. Suppose buyers' net reporting costs (i.e., reporting cost minus psychological reporting benefit) C i are uniformly distributed in 0 C , and the rebate amount is r > 0. Then, the probability of reporting is = r/C if the seller chooses the rebate option. For simplicity, we assume rebate r is small relative to a buyer's gain of trade, so it only affects buyers' reporting decisions but does not affect their purchase decisions.
The next propositions show the equilibrium for introducing the rebate mechanism to the scenario where no one reports voluntarily.
Proposition 2A. When the rebate covers the highest net reporting cost, that is, r ≥C, and r ≤ P − · P · p 0 − C e and C e ≤ · P · p 0 are satisfied, then there exists an equilibrium in which both good and bad sellers provide rebates for t = 1 to t = T − 1 but do not provide rebates for t = T , bad sellers exert effort for t = 1 to t = T − 1 but cease to do so in the last period, and buyers buy for t = 1 to t = T − 1, but the probability of sale is p 0 for t = T .
Proof. See Online Appendix B(1).
Proposition 2B. When the rebate does not cover the highest net reporting cost, that is, r <C, and r ≤ C P − · P · p 0 − C e and bad sellers' effort cost C e ≤ r/C · · P · p 0 are satisfied, then there exists an equilibrium in which both good and bad sellers provide rebates for t = 1 to t = T − 1 but do not provide rebates for t = T , bad sellers exert effort for t = 1 to t = T − 1 but cease to do so in the last period, and buyers buy for t = 1 to t = T − 1, but the probability of sale is p 0 for t = T .
Proof. See Online Appendix B(2). In the equilibrium, sellers choose to give rebates prior to the last period if the benefit from providing the rebate is higher than not providing it, i.e., r ≤ P − · P · p 0 − C e / , where = 1 if r ≥C, and = r/C if r <C. 11 The rebate mechanism can promote market efficiency by covering the reporting cost because those buyers whose reporting costs are covered by the rebate will report. Bad sellers know that if they provide the rebate but do not exert effort, they are likely to get negative feedback and lose all future trades. Thus, bad sellers who choose to give a rebate will exert effort as long as their expected benefit from making an effort is higher than that from not making an effort, i.e., C e ≤ · · P · p 0 , where = 1 if r ≥C, and = r/C if r <C. This equilibrium is supported by the off-equilibrium path belief that anyone who does not choose the rebate option in any period prior to the last period will not make an effort. Therefore, we see that the rebate mechanism not only covers buyers' reporting costs to make reputation information available and thus induce bad sellers to cooperate, but it also provides a device for sellers to signal their type or their effort to cooperate. Even when r <C, conditions exist such that both bad and good sellers will provide rebates and bad sellers will exert an effort up to period t = T − 1.
The report for the last period does not help sellers gain from future trades, so no seller needs a report, and no one will provide a rebate for period T . In the last period, a bad seller has no incentive to make an effort as analyzed in the proof of Proposition 1. Expecting this, buyers will decide whether to buy according to their initial beliefs in the last period if the matched seller has not received any bad reports. 11 The condition r ≤ C P − · P · p 0 − C e in Proposition 2B is calculated by substituting with r/C into the equation of r ≤ P − · P · p 0 − C e / . The condition C e ≤ r/C · · P · p 0 in Proposition 2B is calculated in the same way. 
Experimental Design
We design five treatments to examine how the feedback reporting cost influences trading behavior and, more importantly, whether the rebate option serves as a signaling device and improves market efficiency. The five treatments are as follows: (1) computer automatic feedback treatment (Auto_ fb); (2) a free feedback treatment with reporting cost 0 (C0); (3) a higher feedback cost treatment with cost 10 (C10); (4) a lower feedback cost treatment with cost 5 (C5); and (5) the higher feedback cost treatment with a partial rebate equal to 5 (C10r5). Each treatment consists of 10 rounds. In each round, each subject is randomly paired with another subject. One round is randomly selected as the payment round. Each round consists of two stages. The first stage is exactly the same in each treatment. Treatments differ in the second stage.
The first stage is a buyer-seller game (modified from Bolton et al. 2004 ) described in Figure 1 . 12 In this stage, subjects are paired anonymously, with one acting as a seller and the other acting as a buyer. If the buyer decides not to buy the product, the game will end, and each participant will earn 35E$ (experiment dollars). If the buyer decides to buy the product, then the seller decides whether to ship the product. If the seller ships the product, each participant earns 50E$. If the seller does not ship the product, the seller earns 60E$, and the buyer earns 10E$.
13
In the second stage, the seller receives feedback. The seller is informed of the feedback he receives in each round. Starting from the second round, each buyer sees the paired seller's feedback from all the previous rounds.
Computer Automatic Feedback Treatments Auto_ fb . In this treatment, the computer automatically records the feedback for each seller. If the buyer did not buy the product in the first stage, then the seller has no decision to make. In this case, the seller receives "N/A (no report)." If the buyer bought the 2059 product and the seller shipped the product, the computer automatically leaves a "+ (positive)" feedback for the seller. If the seller did not ship the product, the seller receives a "− (negative)" feedback. All of these are common knowledge. Therefore, in this treatment, the reputation mechanism is complete and perfect in that the costless feedback truthfully and fully reveals the seller's behavior in the past (see Bolton and Ockenfels 2009) .
Feedback Cost 10 Treatment (C10), Feedback Cost 5 Treatment (C5), and Feedback Cost 0 Treatment (C0). In the C10, C5, and C0 treatments (see Figure 2 ), after the buyer purchases the product and the seller makes the shipping decision, the buyer can leave feedback for the seller at the cost of 10E$ in the C10 treatment, 5E$ in the C5 treatment, or 0E$ in the C0 treatment.
As we mentioned earlier, if there is some psychological benefit to reporting, buyers might be willing to incur some monetary cost to report. Ex ante, we do not know the magnitude of this value of reporting. We speculate that, for some buyers, the psychological benefit of reporting may be higher than the monetary cost of 5E$, and these buyers will report in this treatment. Our goal is to test the effectiveness of the rebate mechanism when the feedback system is ineffective due to the cost of reporting. We design the C10 treatment where the reporting cost is 10E$. This is the highest reporting cost we could impose so that the buyer would not have a negative earning from the game (since, when the buyer is cheated, her payoff is 10E$). When we derive the hypotheses below, we assume the reporting cost of 10E$ is high enough that the buyer will not report in this treatment.
If a buyer decides to rate her seller, the buyer can leave positive, negative, or neutral feedback. If the buyer decides not to rate the seller, the seller will receive "N/A (no report)" as feedback for that round. In addition, if the buyer does not purchase the product, the paired seller also receives feedback of "N/A (no report)" in that round; that is, if the seller has feedback of "N/A (no report)," this means that either the buyer did not purchase the product or the buyer purchased but did not report feedback. We design the feedback mechanism this way to closely mimic real online markets where there is no feedback, both when there is no trade and when the buyer is not willing to leave feedback.
Feedback Cost 10 with Rebate 5 Treatment C10r5 . The design of the C10r5 treatment is the same as the C10 treatment except that at the beginning of each round, before the buyer decides whether to purchase the product, the seller first decides whether to provide a rebate of 5E$ to cover half of the reporting cost the buyer will incur if she leaves feedback for the seller (see Figure 3) . If the seller provides the rebate and the buyer pays 10E$ to report the feedback in the second stage, there is a 5E$ transfer from the seller to the buyer at the end of the round. On the other hand, if the buyer does not leave feedback, the 5E$ rebate transfer does not happen even if the seller provides the rebate. Each buyer can see whether her seller provides the rebate when deciding whether to purchase the product.
We design the rebate value equal to 5E$ to examine the signaling role of rebates. In the C10r5 treatment, if the seller provides a rebate of 5E$, the buyer's payoff scenario is equivalent to that of the C5 treatment. Similarly, if the seller does not provide a rebate of 5E$, the buyer's payoff scenario is equivalent to that of the C10 treatment. Thus, by comparing buyers' decisions in the C5 (or C10) treatment to those in their payoff equivalent scenario in the C10r5 treatment, we can draw inferences regarding the nonmonetary value of sellers' rebate choices to buyers. Note that we could design a rebate value equal to 10E$, and when the seller provides a rebate, the buyer's net reporting cost would be zero, which is cost equivalent to the C0 treatment. However, because it is often hard to accurately quantify the buyer's reporting cost in a real market, we choose to study the rebate mechanism when the rebate amount is not sufficient to cover the full cost of reporting. Note that the feedback each seller receives is either positive, negative, neutral, or N/A. Since sellers in each treatment have two decisions to make-rebate and ship-then in principle, buyers can leave feedback based on their satisfaction regarding not only the seller's shipping decision but also the rebate decision. For example, buyers might leave negative feedback if the seller did not provide the rebate even if the seller shipped the product. However, as we report in §6, in this treatment we do not observe any incidence of buyer feedback decisions that are inconsistent with the seller's shipping decision.
Procedure. The experiment was conducted at the Pittsburgh Experimental Economics Laboratory using z-tree (Fischbacher 2007) . Subjects were each randomly and anonymously assigned a role, and the role was fixed in all 10 rounds. Each subject was randomly and anonymously rematched with another subject in each round. One round was randomly chosen as the payoff round. We ran 16 sessions in total: three sessions for each of the Auto_fb, C0, C5, and C10 treatments, and four sessions for the C10r5 treatment. Each session lasted less than one hour. No one could participate in more than one session. Each subject was paid $5 for showing up in addition to the earnings from the games. The exchange rate was 5E$ = $1. Subjects were paid privately. We obtained observations from 266 subjects: 24 pairs in Auto_fb, 26 pairs in C0, 23 pairs in C5, 24 pairs in C10, and 36 pairs in C10r5.
Hypotheses
In this section, we derive predictions of sellers' and buyers' decisions based on our theory framework discussed in §3.
Buyers' Reporting Decisions
Hypothesis 1. Buyers are less likely to report when reporting is costly:
We assume that buyers are risk neutral and utility maximizers. When the reporting cost is 0E$, all buyers report; therefore, Pr report C0 = 1, since some buyers' psychological benefit of reporting may be lower than the monetary cost of 5E$. Thus, some but not all buyers will report in this treatment (0 < Pr report C5 < 1). We also assume the reporting cost of 10E$ is high enough to overwhelm the psychological benefit of reporting, and thus we predict 0 Pr report C10 . Downloaded from informs.org by [128.237.113 .13] on 22 October 2014, at 12:28 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
Buyers' Purchasing Decisions
Hypothesis 2. Buyers are less likely to buy when reporting is costly: Pr buy C10 < Pr buy C5 < Pr buy C0 = Pr buy Auto_ fb As we mentioned earlier, a good seller always makes an effort, so he will always get positive feedback, if any. A bad seller may strategically choose to make an effort. If he does not make an effort in some rounds and the buyers in those rounds report, then he will definitely receive some negative feedback. As a consequence, no buyer will buy from him in the future.
In §3, we show that a buyer's propensity to buy at period t prior to the last period is Pr i t−1 + 1 − i t−1 ê t ≥ P , whereê t is the buyer's belief about the proportion of bad sellers that exert an effort in period t. In the C10 treatment, we assume that the reporting cost is high enough that no one reports feedback, i.e., the probability of reporting = 0. Since there is no reputation information, buyers cannot distinguish between bad sellers and good sellers, bad sellers will not make an effort, and only optimistic buyers will buy. In the C0 treatment, the reporting cost is 0, so all buyers report, i.e., the probability of reporting is = 1. In this case, bad sellers know that if they fail to make an effort, they will definitely get negative feedback and no one will buy from them in the future. Consequently, they will make an effort for higher future payoffs if the present value of future benefit exceeds the payoff from noncooperation in the current period, i.e., C e ≤ · P · p 0 . In the C5 treatment, those buyers whose psychological benefit of reporting is more than the reporting cost of 5E$ will leave feedback, and the probability of reporting is 0 < < 1. In this case, bad sellers know that if they fail to make an effort, they will get negative feedback with probability and no one will buy from them in the future after seeing the negative feedback. Consequently, they will make an effort for higher future payoffs if C e ≤ · · P · p 0 . This condition is more restrictive than the condition for the C0 case. Thus, sellers are more likely to exert an effort in the C0 treatment than in the C5 treatment. Accordingly, buyers in the C5 treatments are less likely to purchase than those in the C0 and Auto_fb treatments. The probability of purchasing in the C10 treatment is the lowest. 14 14 If our assumption that no one reports in the C10 treatment is invalid (i.e., some buyers still report or sellers believe that some buyers will report), then bad sellers would make an effort to ship the products like in the C5, C0, and Auto_fb treatments. As a result, the probability of buying in the C10 treatment would be no different than in the other treatments.
Hypothesis 3. Buyers take "no rebate" as a signal of a bad seller who does not make an effort:
Pr buy C10 > Pr buy no rebate C10r5 and Pr buy rebate C10r5 > Pr buy no rebate C10r5
As stated in Proposition 2, in the equilibrium, both good and bad sellers choose to give a rebate and exert effort prior to the last period as long as the derived conditions are satisfied. This equilibrium is supported by the off-equilibrium path belief that anyone who does not choose the rebate option in any period prior to the last period will not make an effort, so no buyer will buy if the matched seller does not choose to offer a rebate. This hypothesis is to test whether the offequilibrium path belief set in the theory is reasonable in real practice. The reporting cost in the C10 treatment is the same as in the C10r5 treatment when the seller does not offer a rebate, but the latter case provides additional information about the seller's quality. Thus, ceteris paribus, buyers should be less likely to buy the product in the latter case than in the former.
Comparing the case in the C10r5 treatment where the seller offers a rebate and the case where the seller does not offer a rebate, buyers expect the seller to be more likely to cooperate in the former than in the latter case. Additionally, the reporting cost for the buyer is lower in the former case than in the latter case. Thus, we predict that in the C10r5 treatment, buyers will be more likely to buy when the seller offers a rebate than when the seller does not.
Sellers' Rebate and Shipping Decisions
Hypothesis 4. Sellers are less likely to ship when reporting is costly:
We have analyzed how sellers make shipping decisions in the discussion of Hypothesis 2. In the C10 treatment, we assume that no one will report ( = 0). Thus, bad sellers will not put forth an effort. In the C5 treatment, since some buyers will report 0 < < 1, bad sellers in the C5 treatment are more likely to exert effort than in the C10 treatment if they care more about future payoffs. In the C0 and Auto_fb treatments, reputation information is fully revealed. Thus, the likelihood for bad sellers to exert effort is the highest among all the treatments. Note. Auto_fb, computer automatic feedback treatment; C0, feedback cost 0 treatment; C5, feedback cost 5 treatment; C10, feedback cost 10 treatment; C10r5_reb, the seller provided a rebate in the feedback cost 10 with rebate 5 treatment; C10r5_noreb, the seller did not provide a rebate in the feedback cost 10 with rebate 5 treatment. a The rate is calculated based on the cases where buyers chose to buy.
Hypothesis 5. Sellers' decisions not to offer a rebate signal an intention to defect:
Pr ship rebate C10r5 > Pr ship no rebate C10r5
In the equilibrium, both good and bad sellers choose to give a rebate and exert effort prior to the last period as long as the derived conditions are satisfied. Since bad sellers' strategy on making effort is "if choose rebate then exert effort, if not choose rebate then do not exert effort," then bad sellers will only choose to offer a rebate if they decide to make an effort; otherwise, they will not choose to offer a rebate and not make an effort.
16 Therefore, we predict that in the C10r5 treatment, sellers who do not provide a rebate will be less likely to ship the product than those who offer a rebate.
From our hypotheses, we expect that under the rebate mechanism, market efficiency is increasing with the frequency of rebates offered by the sellers. We define efficient trades as cases where the buyer buys and the seller ships. As discussed in Hypothesis 3, when the rebate mechanism is introduced, a buyer is more likely to buy when the seller offers a rebate than when the seller does not offer a rebate. Meanwhile, Hypothesis 5 suggests that, under the rebate mechanism, the shipping rate is higher when sellers offer a rebate than when sellers do not offer a rebate. Combining these two hypotheses, we predict that the more likely it is for a buyer to receive a rebate, the more efficient are the trades the market can achieve.
Results
In this section, we first report results of buyers' decisions, followed by results of sellers' decisions. We then examine how the rebate mechanism affects market efficiency. 16 See Online Appendix B for more details on players' strategy profiles.
Buyers' Feedback Reporting Decisions
Our data suggest that buyers report feedback honestly most of the time in the C0, C5, C10, and C10r5 treatments. In all treatments, buyers choose to leave feedback in 352 out of the 786 cases where the buyers decided to buy. Among these 352 cases, there are only four cases where buyers left negative or neutral feedback to a seller who shipped the product. 17 In all the other cases where the buyers chose to leave feedback, they left positive feedback for cooperative sellers and negative feedback for noncooperative sellers. Thus, in the following analysis, we focus only on the frequency of reporting and not the honesty or accuracy of reporting.
We first compare buyers' feedback reporting behavior in the C5 and C10 treatments to test Hypothesis 1.
Result 1. The cost of feedback has a significant negative effect on the buyer's reporting decision.
We calculate the feedback reporting rate among those buyers who purchased the product in each treatment (see Table 1 ). About 99% of buyers left feedback for the seller when it was free to report. In contrast, about 32% of buyers left feedback for the seller when the cost of doing so was 5E$. When the reporting cost was 10E$, only about 10% of buyers left feedback. Using the data from C0, C5, and C10 treatments, we ran a random individual effect logit regression 17 One buyer in the C0 treatment left negative feedback in the ninth period after the seller shipped the product. This buyer left positive feedback in all the other periods when the matched seller shipped the product. One buyer in the C5 treatment left negative feedback in one round after the seller shipped the product. The feedback behavior of this buyer in the following rounds, however, is consistent with the shipping decisions of her paired seller. So the negative feedback could be a mistake made by this buyer in the early rounds of the session. One buyer in the C10 treatment left neutral feedback in one round after the seller shipped the product. Also, one buyer in the C10r5 treatment left neutral feedback after her seller provided a rebate and shipped the product. Note. In all of the regressions, we suppress the constant term to include all the relevant treatment dummies. Numbers in parentheses are the standard errors. * * Significant at the 5% level; * * * significant at the 1% level.
analysis of the probability that buyers who bought the product would leave feedback (see Table 2 , column (1)). The independent variables include round, dummy for the final round, and three treatment dummies. 18 In this regression and all the following regressions, we suppress the constant term to include all the relevant treatment dummies. We find the coefficients of the treatment dummies are significantly different from each other (chi-squared tests, p ≤ 0 01).
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These results support our Hypothesis 1, that the cost of feedback has a significant and negative effect on the buyer's reporting decision. On the other hand, inconsistent with Hypothesis 1, the reporting rate is significantly positive in the C10 treatment (t-test, p < 0 01).
Previous research has shown that people are more willing to punish bad behavior than to reward good 18 In all of the following regression models, we always first consider the possible session effects by including dummies for each session in the regressions. We find the session dummies are not jointly significant in any regression (chi-squared test, p > 0 10). Thus, we report regressions without including session dummies. 19 All of the coefficient comparison tests reported henceforth are chi-squared tests with two-tailed p-values.
behavior (e.g., Keysar et al. 2008) . If reporting feedback is a way for the buyer to reciprocate to the seller, we should expect negative bias in feedback reporting behavior in that buyers would be more willing to leave negative feedback when the seller did not ship the product than to leave positive feedback when the seller shipped the product. In light of this, we next investigate how buyers left feedback in the C0, C5, and C10 treatments and compare how cost affects a buyer's propensity to leave feedback when the seller ships versus when the seller does not ship the product.
Result 2. Negative bias exists in reporting behavior when there is a cost to report, but not when reporting is free. Moreover, the propensity of buyers to leave feedback is more sensitive to the reporting cost when the seller is cooperative than when the seller defects.
When it is free to report feedback (C0 treatment), almost all of the buyers reported after they chose to purchase (buyers did not report in only 2 out of 215 transactions). Thus, as shown in (98.95% reported) and when the seller shipped the product (100% reported). In contrast, in both the C5 and C10 treatments, buyers were more likely to leave feedback when the seller did not ship the product than when the seller shipped the product (50% versus 28% in the C5 treatment and 40% versus 4% in the C10 treatment, respectively). Thus, reporting behavior is negatively biased when there is a positive net cost of reporting.
To provide statistical evidence, we ran a random individual effect logit regression analysis of feedback reporting behavior (see Table 2 , column (2)). The only difference between this regression and the regression analysis reported in Table 2 , column (1), is that we separated the cases of cooperative sellers from the noncooperative sellers. Since buyers leave feedback about 99% of the time in the C0 treatment, we do not include this treatment in the regression analysis. Thus, the independent variables include round, final round dummy, and the interactions between treatment dummies and whether the seller shipped the product. We find that the coefficient of C10ship is significantly different from that of C10noship and the coefficient of C5ship is significantly different from that of C5noship (p < 0 01).
Moreover, the coefficient of C10noship is not significantly different from C5noship (p = 0 19). However, the coefficient of C10ship is significantly different from C5ship (p < 0 01). These results suggest that the propensity of buyers to leave feedback is less sensitive to the reporting cost when the seller defects than when the seller cooperates. Thus, higher reporting costs lead to more negative-biased reporting behavior.
20 This is consistent with previous findings that there exists an asymmetry in positive and negative reciprocity. 21 Next, we consider the effect of the rebate mechanism on buyers' reporting behavior.
Result 3. The rebate mechanism can mitigate the negative bias in the feedback reporting behavior.
In the C10r5 treatment, the buyers report feedback 25% of the time when the seller shipped and 45% of the time when the seller did not ship. Thus, the difference in the reporting rate between when the seller 20 One explanation is that, because sellers' decision is binary (ship versus not ship), buyers who are willing to incur the cost to leave feedback may implicitly collude and take N/A (no feedback) as an indicator that the seller shipped the product and negative feedback as indicating the seller did not ship. Thus, these buyers can economize on the cost of building a reputation system by just leaving negative feedback when the sellers do not ship and not leaving positive feedback when the sellers ship. In the C10 treatment, the increased cost of reporting may facilitate this collusion, and buyers are thus much less likely to leave positive feedback. shipped and when the seller did not ship is smaller in the C10r5 than in the C10 treatment.
To provide statistical evidence of the effect of the rebate mechanism on buyers' reporting decisions, we expand the random effect logit regression model in Result 2 by including the data from the C10r5 treatment. For C10r5 treatment data, we also separate the cases where the seller cooperated from the cases where the seller defected. The results of the regression are reported in Table 2 , column (3). First, the regression results show that the coefficient of C10r5ship is significantly higher than that of C10ship (chi-squared test, p < 0 01), which confirm the effect of the rebate mechanism on promoting reporting behavior by covering the cost. Interestingly, consistent with the findings above, the coefficient of C10r5noship is not significantly different from that of C10noship (chi-squared test, p = 0 90). Second, we find that the difference between the coefficients of C10r5ship and C10r5noship is significantly smaller than that between the coefficients of C10ship and C10noship (chi-squared test, p < 0 01), but not significantly different from that between the coefficients of C5ship and C5noship (chi-squared test, p > 0 21).
Buyers' Purchasing Decisions
To test Hypotheses 2 and 3, we first report the comparison of buyers' purchasing behavior in the Auto_fb, C0, C5, and C10 treatments to see how buyers' purchasing behavior is affected by the feedback reporting cost. We then compare buyers' purchasing behavior in the C10r5 treatment with Auto_fb, C0, C5, and C10 to explore how it is affected by the rebate mechanism.
As shown in Table 1 , on average, buyers purchase the product 79% of the time in the Auto_ fb treatment, 83% of the time in the C0 treatment, 70% of the time in the C5 treatment, and 68% of the time in the C10 treatment. This result is consistent with our Hypothesis 2. However, these differences are not statistically significant. We start our analysis with a simple random individual effect logit regression model of buyers' purchasing decisions, including only round, final round dummy, and four treatment dummies as independent variables. The results are reported in Table 3 , column (1). We find that the coefficients of C5, C10, and Auto_ fb are not jointly significantly different from each other (p = 0 35), nor is any pairwise comparison of the coefficients of any two treatments significant (p > 0 10). Note. Numbers in parentheses are the standard errors. * * Significant at the 5% level; * * * significant at the 1% level.
As reported in Table 1 , in the C10r5 treatment, buyers purchase the product about 84% of the time if the seller provides a rebate (the highest purchase rate among all the conditions), but only about 36% of the time if the seller does not provide the rebate (the lowest purchase rate among all the conditions). To provide statistical evidence comparing the purchase rates in each condition, we further expand our regression model discussed above (Table 3 , column (1) regression) by including data from all five treatments.
First, we add dummies for whether the seller provided a rebate to the buyer in a particular round. We also expand our regression model by adding the current matched seller's reputation variables and whether the buyer was cheated in the previous round (i.e., the shipping decision of the previously matched seller). Previous research shows that the reputation history of sellers has a different effect on buyers' decisions depending on when the feedback is reported. In particular, the most recent feedback is more important for the buyer than earlier feedback (see Dellarocas 2003a) . In light of this, we separate the most recent feedback in the previous round from the feedback received in the past (round 2 to round t − 2). For each buyer i in round t, we calculate the total amount of positive feedback and negative feedback received by the matched seller from round 2 to round t − 2.
Thus, the independent variables in the regression include round(t), final round dummy variable, C5 treatment dummy (C5), C10 treatment dummy (C10), C0 treatment dummy (C0), automatic feedback treatment dummy (Auto_fb), total number of positive feedback the matched seller received up to round t − 2 ( t−2 t=1 Positive fb i t ), total number of negative feedback the seller received up to round t − 2 ( t−2 t=1 Negative fb i t ), whether the seller received positive feedback in the previous round (Positive fb i t−1 ), whether the seller received negative feedback in the previous round (Negative fb i t−1 ), whether the buyer was cheated in the previous round (i.e., whether Downloaded from informs.org by [128.237.113 .13] on 22 October 2014, at 12:28 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
Management Science 60(8), pp. 2054 pp. -2072 pp. , © 2014 the previously matched seller shipped the product in the round t − 1 (Ship i t−1 )), and whether the seller provided a rebate to the buyer in this round (C10r5_noreb i t = 1 if no rebate is offered to buyer i in round t in the C10r5 treatment and C10r5_reb i t = 1 if a rebate is offered to buyer i in round t). The results are reported in Table 3 , column (2).
Consistent with previous literature (see the survey paper by Dellarocas 2003a), the regression results show that buyers are more likely to buy if the seller received positive feedback in the previous round and less likely to buy if the seller received negative feedback in the previous round (the coefficient of Positive fb i t−1 is significantly positive and the coefficient of Negative fb i t−1 is significantly negative). Buyers also take into account the total amount of negative feedback received by the seller in the past when deciding whether to buy. The more negative feedback the seller received two rounds ago, the less likely the buyer will be to buy the product (the coefficient of t−2 t=1 Negative fb i t is significantly negative). Interestingly, however, the amount of positive feedback received two rounds ago does not have a significant effect on a buyer's purchasing decision (the coefficient of t−2 t=1 Positive fb i t is not significant). The regression results support Hypothesis 3: "not providing rebate" provides information about the intention of sellers to make an effort. To see this, first note that buyers are more likely to buy when the seller offers the rebate than when the seller does not (the coefficient of C10r5_noreb i t is significantly lower than that of C10r5_reb i t , p < 0 01). Second, when the seller does not provide the rebate, the buyer is much less likely to buy than when the seller does not have the rebate opportunity at all (the coefficient of C10r5_noreb i t is significantly lower than that of C10, p < 0 01). On the other hand, providing the rebate does not make buyers more likely to buy than when the rebate mechanism is not available (the coefficient of C10r5_reb i t is not significantly different from that of either C5 or C10, p > 0 60).
We next provide evidence that the seller's rebate decision is indeed a credible signal of his cooperativeness.
Sellers' Rebate and Shipping Decisions
We first test Hypothesis 4 by investigating how sellers' shipping decisions may differ between treatments due to the reporting cost. Then, to test Hypothesis 5, we investigate how sellers make rebate decisions and how rebate decisions are correlated with shipping decisions.
We report sellers' shipping rates in Table 1 . Consistent with Hypothesis 4, the shipping rate for the three cases where no rebate is offered is highest in the Auto_fb treatment (88.42%) and in the C0 treatment (88.84%), and lowest in the C10 treatment (81%). The difference, however, is small. Similar to the analysis of buyers' decisions, we provide statistical evidence by first conducting a random individual effect logit regression analysis of the sellers' shipping decisions including only round variables and C10, C5, C0, and Auto_fb treatment dummy variables. This allows us to see whether the sellers' shipping decisions overall are significantly affected by the feedback reporting cost. The regression results are reported in Table 4 . We find that the coefficients of the four treatment dummies are not jointly significantly different from one another (p = 0 83), nor is any pairwise comparison of the coefficients of any two treatments significant (p > 0 30). Thus, although our data suggest that the shipping rate is decreasing in the reporting cost, this effect is not significant.
We next examine how sellers make rebate decisions and how the rebate decision is correlated with sellers' shipping decisions.
Result 5. Sellers are more likely to offer the rebate if they did not offer the rebate in the previous round and the buyer did not buy the product than if they did not offer the rebate in the previous round and the buyer bought the product.
In the C10r5 treatment, every seller provided a rebate at least once to the buyer. On average, sellers chose to offer a rebate 75% of the time. About 90% of sellers chose to offer a rebate at least half of the time. The distribution of rebate frequency is plotted in Figure 4 .
We have shown that most buyers in the C10r5 treatment did not purchase if the seller did not offer the rebate. Sellers who did not offer the rebate may learn from their experience that they are less likely to sell their product if they do not provide a rebate and thus learn to offer rebates over time. To examine whether sellers' rebate decisions are indeed affected by buyers' decisions, we calculate sellers' frequency of offering the rebate in each of four cases, depending on whether the seller provided the rebate in the previous round t − 1 and whether the buyer bought the product in that round: (1) seller provided the rebate and buyer bought the product in round t −1; (2) seller provided the rebate but buyer did not buy the product in round t − 1; (3) seller did not provide the rebate but buyer bought the product in round t − 1; and (4) seller did not provide the rebate and buyer did not buy the product in round t − 1. We find that if the seller provided a rebate in the previous round, his decision on rebate in the current round is not greatly affected by whether the buyer bought the product or not in the previous round (90% versus 97%). In contrast, if the seller did not provide a rebate in the previous round, he is much more likely to provide the rebate in the current round if the buyer did not purchase the product than if the buyer purchased the product in the previous round (51% versus 20%).
To provide statistical evidence on these differences, we ran a random individual logit regression analysis of sellers' rebate decisions in round t. The independent variables include only the four dummies corresponding to each of the four scenarios mentioned above. We find that the coefficients for the first two scenarios when the seller provided the rebate in round t − 1 (buyer bought the product in round t − 1 versus did not buy the product) are not significantly different (p = 0 15), but those for the second two scenarios where the seller did not provide the rebate in round t − 1 (buyer bought the product in round t − 1 versus did not buy the product) are significantly different (p = 0 01).
Furthermore, we see more and more sellers offering the rebate over time. Figure 5 plots the proportion of sellers who offer the rebate from round 1 to round 10. The slope is significantly positive (p = 0 01), suggesting that over time sellers learn that providing the rebate can increase their chances of making a profit. Result 6. The more often a seller provides rebates, the more likely the seller will ship the product.
To examine whether sellers' shipping decisions are correlated with their rebate decisions, we calculate each seller's frequency of offering rebates and the frequency of shipping the product when the buyer chooses to buy the product. We find that when sellers provide a rebate less than half of the time, their shipping rate is about 63%; in contrast, this rate is 82% for sellers who offer a rebate more than half of the time. To test whether the correlation between rebate and shipping decisions is significant, we ran a Tobit regression analysis of seller i's average shipping rates in the C10r5 treatment using the frequency of rebates seller i offered to the matched buyer as the independent variable. We find that the coefficient of this independent variable is significantly positive (p < 0 01).
Market Efficiency
To test the prediction that under the rebate mechanism the market efficiency is increasing with the frequency of rebates offered by the sellers, we first examine the number of efficient trades (i.e., the case where the buyer bought and the seller shipped the product) in each treatment. We then compare the earnings of buyers and sellers for each treatment.
Result 7. The feedback reporting cost reduces the proportion of efficient trades. Under the rebate mechanism, the number of efficient trades is increasing in the frequency of rebate provided to the buyer.
We define a variable Eftrade i t = 1 if the buyer bought and received the product, and Eftrade i t = 0 if the buyer did not buy or bought but the seller failed to ship the product. We then calculate the average number of efficient trades over 10 rounds for each buyer: Avg_Eftrade i = 10 t=1 Eftrade i t /10. Figure 6 plots the proportion of efficient trades in each treatment. For the C10r5 treatment, we also calculate the average efficient trade for the cases when a buyer receives a rebate and when the buyer does not receive a rebate separately (C10r5_reb and C10r5_noreb). Figure 6 shows that the proportion of efficient trades is lower when reporting is costly. In particular, the proportion of efficient trades is significantly lower in the C5 and C10 treatments than the Downloaded from informs.org by [128.237.113.13] We also find that the proportion of efficient trades is significantly higher in the C10r5_reb case than in the C10 treatment (72.1 versus 55.0, t-test, onetailed, p = 0 01) or the C5 treatment (72.1 versus 58.3, t-test, one-tailed, p = 0 02). This result suggests that the rebate mechanism can significantly increase market efficiency as long as the sellers provide a rebate to the buyers. It is consistent with our theory prediction. When the rebate mechanism is introduced into the market and the conditions derived in Proposition 2 are satisfied, if sellers choose to offer a rebate, they will exert effort and buyers will buy from them. In this case, the rebate mechanism promotes efficient trades.
On the other hand, the proportion of efficient trades is significantly lower in the C10r5_noreb case than in the C10 treatment (21.0 versus 55.0, t-test, one-tailed, p < 0 01) or the C5 treatment (21.0 versus 58.3, t-test, one-tailed, p < 0 01). This result is consistent with our discussion in Proposition 2: If sellers do not choose to offer a rebate, buyers will take it as a signal of not exerting effort and will not buy from them. In the experiment, even the players who are good sellers may not fully understand the mechanism and will not choose the equilibrium behavior to provide a rebate in early rounds, which buyers will take as a signal of no effort and thus not buy from them; this may reduce the number of efficient trades in early rounds. But, as discussed in Result 5 sellers may gradually understand the mechanism and choose the equilibrium behavior. Because of the low market efficiency when sellers did not offer a rebate in the C10r5 treatment, in our experiment setting, the overall market efficiency level in the C10r5 treatment is only slightly higher than in the C10 treatment, and the increase is not significant (t-test, one-tailed, p > 0 10).
To further examine the effect of the rebate mechanism on market efficiency, for each buyer in the C10r5 treatment, we calculated over the 10 rounds the average proportion of times she was offered a rebate from a matched seller before deciding whether to purchase the product: Table 5 . The regression result reveals that the coefficient of C10r5 is significantly different from those of Auto_fb (p = 0 01), C0 (p = 0 01), and C5 (p = 0 04), and marginally significantly different from those of C10 (p = 0 06). This again indicates that, under the rebate mechanism, if no rebate is ever offered, the number of efficient trades is marginally lower than when there is no rebate mechanism. In our experiment, on average, sellers chose to offer a rebate 75% of the time in the C10r5 treatment. Our regression results indicate that such a proportion will lead to only a slightly higher efficiency level than in the C10 treatment, and still lower than in the Auto_fb and C0 treatments (overall treatment effect for C10r5 is 0.59 versus 0.55 for C10, 0.70 for Auto_fb, and 0.73 for C0). On the other hand, the coefficient of Avg_rebtms i (i.e., the average proportion of times buyer i was offered a rebate from a matched seller) is significantly positive, which suggests that the more likely a buyer is to receive a rebate from the seller, the more efficient the trades the buyer achieves. We have shown above that in the C10r5 treatment, if we count only the cases where buyers receive a rebate, the market efficiency is significantly higher than when there is no rebate mechanism. In Figure 5 our data show that over time more and more sellers start to choose to offer rebates. In our experiment, there are only 10 trading periods. We expect that in the naturally occurring environments where trading occurs repeatedly, more and more sellers will choose to provide rebates once they gain some experience. Thus, even though the introduction of the rebate mechanism may not immediately promote a higher level of efficiency, over time the market efficiency may increase significantly.
Result 8. When the rebate mechanism is available, buyers' and sellers' earnings are increasing in the number of rebates offered by sellers.
Similar to the analysis above, we calculate the average earnings over 10 rounds for each buyer and seller. We find buyers in the C5 and C10 treatments earn significantly less than in the Auto_fb and C0 treatments (39.8 versus 43.2, 39.8 versus 43.7, 39.4 versus 43.2, 39.4 versus 43.7, t-test, one-tailed, p < 0 01). For the C10r5 treatment, we also separately calculate the average earnings when a rebate is provided and when a rebate is not provided. First, when buyers receive a rebate from the seller, their earnings are significantly higher than in the C10 treatment (41.7 versus 39.4, t-test, one-tailed, p = 0 03) and also higher than in the C5 treatment, but the increase is only marginally significant (41.7 versus 39.8, t-test, one-tailed, p = 0 07). When buyers do not receive a rebate from the seller, their earnings are significantly lower than in the C10 and C5 treatments (32.0 versus 39.4, 32.0 versus 39.8, t-test, one-tailed, p < 0 01). This negative effect of no rebate offer in C10r5 probably explains why, overall, buyers in the C10r5 treatment earn only slightly more than in the C10 treatment, and the difference is not significant (39.7 versus 39.4, t-test, two-tailed, p = 0 42).
Sellers' earnings are significantly lower in the C10 treatments than in the Auto_fb and C0 treatments (46.4 versus 47.8, t-test, one-tailed, p = 0 04; 46.4 versus 48.3, t-test, one-tailed, p = 0 01). In the C5 treatment, sellers' earnings are significantly lower than in the C0 treatment (46.6 versus 48.3, t-test, one-tailed, p = 0 03) and marginally significantly lower than in the Auto_fb treatment (46.6 versus 47.8, t-test, onetailed, p = 0 08). In the C10r5 treatments, we compare the cases when sellers provide a rebate and the Note. Numbers in the parentheses are the standard errors. * * Significant at the 5% level; * * * significant at the 1% level.
cases when sellers do not provide a rebate, and we exclude those sellers who always or never provide a rebate. 22 We find sellers earn more when they provide a rebate than when they do not (47.6 versus 40.1, t-test, one-tailed, p < 0 01). Including all the sellers in the C10r5 treatment, we find sellers' earnings are marginally significantly higher when they provide a rebate than in the C10 treatment (47.7 versus 46.4, t-test, one-tailed, p = 0 06) and are not significantly higher than in the C5 treatment (47.7 versus 46.6, t-test, one tail, p > 0 10). Interestingly, when sellers do not provide a rebate, their earnings are significantly lower than in the C10 and C5 treatments (40.4 versus 46.4, 40.4 versus 46.6, t-test, one-tailed, p < 0 01). Overall, sellers earn slightly less in the C10r5 treatment than in the C10 Treatment, although, again, the difference is not significant (45.3 versus 46.7, t-test, two-tailed, p = 0 30).
We then run an OLS regression analysis of buyers' and sellers' earnings using the same independent variables as in the regression in Table 5 . The results are shown in Table 6 . Results of regression (1) for the buyers in Table 6 show that the coefficient of C10r5 is significantly lower than the coefficients of the three other treatments (p < 0 01 for all the pairwise tests). This again indicates that if buyers are never offered a rebate, they will earn less than if there is no rebate mechanism (i.e., C10 treatment). If sellers provide a rebate 75% of the time as in our experiment, buyers' earnings are only slightly higher than when there is no rebate mechanism (overall treatment effect for C10r5 is 39.52 versus 39.42 for the C10 treatment).
On the other hand, the coefficient of Avg_rebtms i (i.e., the average proportion of times buyer i was offered a rebate from a matched seller) is significantly positive, suggesting that a buyer who receives rebates more often can also earn more. Indeed, the regression results suggest that if a buyer receives rebates every time (i.e., Avg_rebtms i = 1), she can earn almost as much as the buyers in the Auto_fb treatment. If a buyer receives rebates more than 80% of the time (i.e., Avg_rebtms i = 0 8), she can earn more than the buyers in the C5 or C10 treatments.
Results of regression (2) for the sellers in Table 6 show that the coefficient of C10r5 is significantly different from those of C10, C5, C0, and Auto_fb (p = 0 058, 0.04, 0.00, and 0.01, respectively). These results again suggest that when the rebate mechanism is available, if the sellers do not provide rebates frequently enough, the mechanism will not improve the sellers' earnings. In particular, if sellers do not provide the rebate at all, they will earn even less than if the rebate mechanism is not introduced. If sellers provide a rebate 75% of the time as in our experiment, sellers will earn slightly less than when the rebate mechanism is not available (overall treatment effect for C10r5 is 46.27 versus 46.38 for the C10 treatment).
On the other hand, the regression results also suggest that providing a rebate positively affects sellers' earnings (coefficient of Avg_rebtms i is significantly positive). The positive coefficient of Avg_rebtms i indicates that if the seller offers rebates 80% of the time, he can earn more than he does in the corresponding no rebate environment (i.e., the C10 treatment). To earn as much as the sellers in the C5 treatment, the seller needs to provide rebates about 83% of the time.
Conclusion
Reputation information is crucial to building cooperation in markets where information is asymmetric. However, reputation systems that rely on voluntary feedback have the problem of missing or biased reports, and thus their effectiveness in promoting trust and trustworthiness in the markets is limited. In this paper, we examine an innovative precommitment mechanism (rebate for feedback) aimed at inducing participation in reputation systems and promoting voluntary cooperation in markets where information is asymmetric. We show, both theoretically and experimentally, that the advantage of this precommitment mechanism is to improve the reputation system without requiring buyers or markets to bear the reporting cost.
In the experiment, we use monetary incentives to examine the effect of the rebate mechanism in a listedprice market with a unilateral feedback system. Our experimental data support theoretical predictions of the behavioral consequences of rebates. One contribution of our experiment is that it provides information on how the rebate mechanism affects buyers' purchasing behavior and reporting behavior and how it affects market efficiency. We find that the honesty of buyer reports is not affected by the seller's rebate decision. We also find that more efficient trades occur when the rebate mechanism is introduced and sellers offer buyers rebates than when there is no rebate mechanism. This is true even when the rebates do not fully cover reporting costs.
We provide empirical evidence that the effectiveness of the rebate mechanism in promoting market efficiency increases with the probability that the sellers offer a rebate. One empirical question that remains is what level of a seller's likelihood to provide a rebate would be required to significantly improve market efficiency in a particular real-world market. The answer depends on the specific settings of a particular market, such as the proportion of bad sellers in the market and the probability buyers would purchase the product in the no rebate market. Nevertheless, our findings provide useful information for implementing the rebate mechanism in the real world.
First, in our experiment, the probability of rebates offered by the sellers is relatively low at the beginning but increases over time. Since market efficiency is increasing in the frequency of rebates being provided, this suggests that it takes time for the rebate mechanism to promote market efficiency. Thus, when first introducing the mechanism, it may be helpful to design some methods to highlight the benefit of providing rebates and motivate sellers to offer a rebate. It may also be helpful to introduce the mechanism first in some sectors of the market to allow traders in other sectors of the market to learn the benefit of providing rebates. In this way, when the rebate mechanism is later introduced in those sectors of the market, sellers will be more willing to adopt the rebate mechanism quickly. Second, we show the rebate need not fully cover reporting costs. This is good news because in a real market it is often hard to accurately quantify the buyer's reporting cost.
In addition, we find that a buyer's propensity to report is more sensitive to the reporting cost when a seller cooperates than when a seller defects. Thus, the feedback from our experiment is negatively biased (see Gazzale and Khopkar 2011) . This is in contrast to 99% positive observations from the eBay bilateral feedback system, in which the cost is higher for reporting negative feedback than for positive because of the fear of retaliation. This result also suggests that changing the reporting mechanism from bilateral to unilateral does not necessarily reduce the bias and may only lead the bias in another direction. Furthermore, we find a rebate offer increases a buyer's Downloaded from informs.org by [128.237.113 .13] on 22 October 2014, at 12:28 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
propensity to leave feedback when the seller cooperates, but has no significant effect when the seller defects. Thus, the data suggest that introducing a rebate mechanism in the unilateral system can reduce the negative bias by increasing the reporting rate when sellers cooperate.
The precommitment mechanism introduces a way to design feedback systems that allows parties to solve the asymmetric information problem in the market and reach a win-win outcome. The monetary rebate is one example of how to implement such a precommitment mechanism in a listed-price market. It opens the door for future research to analyze different rebate mechanisms in various markets and create field experiments to test the mechanism in the real market.
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